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Proton magnetic resonance line shape study in CsFeCi3 - 2Hz0 
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Abslr~tcl. Proton line shapes were acquired for the easy-axis antilerromagnet CsFeCIs. 
2Hz0. The line shapes were acquired at 250 K for a compiele 360° malion about the 
b axis of lhe crystal. and at various temperatures between 250 K and 23 K. lor two 
orientations. 

.A model lor the line shapes hiis been crcatud based on the temperature dependence 
.of the interaction between protons and llir local magnetic field diffcrences at each proton 
sile. The field differences lead to symmetric line shapes whose peab have a separation 
that increases as the temperaluw decreases. l l i is'model accounls well for the major 
componenl of the observcd line shapes, pmvided lhal lhe prolon-proton separation is 
increased over the separdlion obtained from published data. The residual portion of lhe 
observed line shapes appcan to be a sinplu line which resuk fmm water molecules that 
behave as though tlicy arc not pan of the crystal structure. 

1. Introduction 

The crystal CsFeCI,.2H20 belongs to the series of isomorphic transition-metal halides 
AMB, .2aq (A = Cs,Rb; M = Mn,Cu,Fe; B = CI,Br; aq = H,O, D,O). One of the 
interesting characteristics of this series of compounds is the existence of a quasi-one- 
dimensional magnetic ordering which suppora soliton like excitations of the magnetic 
motions associated with the chains of metal (M) spins. 

In order to characterize the Structure and dyndmics of this type of compound, 
a great deal of work has bcen donc on CsFcCI, .2H,O and on the related com- 
pound RbFeCI, .2H,O, including studies of Mossbauer line widths [I, 21, spin-cluster 
resonance (3-51 and specific heats [GI. 

Neutron diffraction studies by Bastcn er (I! [7] and Smeets er d[8] have determined 
that the crystallographic structure of CsFeCI, . 2H,O belongs to the orthorhombic 
space group Pcca (D;,,), with the lattice parameters given in (71. There are four 
formula units per unit cell, with the Fe2+ ions at the centre of cis-octahedra which are 
coupled along the a axis by a shared chlorine ion. There is a strong exchange coupling 
between the neighbouring Fe2+ ions in this direction. The exchange interactions in 
the b and c directions are at least two ordcrs of magnitude smaller than the exchange 
interaction in the a direction [I]. 

As a result, the collection of Fe2+ ions forms a quasi-one-dimensional magnetic 
system arranged as canted antiferromagnetic chains along the a axis with a canting 
angle of 14O to the a axis, in the ac plane. Each chain has a net ferromagnetic 
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component in the c direction which is compensated antiferromagnetically between 
chains. The Fe2+ chains are separated in the b direction by layers of Cs+ ions, 
and in the c direction by layers of water molecules. The magnetic properties of 
materials such as CsFeC1,. 2H,O are or course determined by the static behaviour 
and dynamic excitations of these magnetic chains. For example, NMR studies by 
Tinus ef ul [9] have shown that the temperature dependence of the Cs nuclear spin- 
lattice relaxation times (TI) can be cxplained by diffusion of solitons along the 
Fe2+ magnetic chains. However, while nuclear spin relaxation is a useful tool for 
studying the dynamics of soliton behaviour, NMR absorption studies are more useful 
for studying the time average or static aspects of the magnetic system. Bloembergen 
[IO] and Poulis [Ill have shown that large internal magnetic fields arising from the 
time averaged magnetic moments in the material can have predictable effects on the 
NMR absorption line shape of such crystals. 

As a consequence, we felt that a proposed study of the soliton contribution to 
the proton relaxation in CsFeCI, . 2H,O would be well served by a preliminary 
and complementary study of the proton cw absorption line shapes. In order to 
investigate the manner in which the line shapes of QFeCI,. 2H,O are affected by the 
internal magnetic fields of the crystal, we have acquired and analysed a number of 
proton absorption line shapes at two orientations for a wide range of temperatures. 
In a subsequent paper, we hope to present the results of our proton relaxation 
experiments. 

M J Rcnsing and A Wurton 

2. Experimental methods 

Single crystals of CsFeCI, 2H-0 were grown by slow evaporation of a distilled 
water solution of CsCl and FcCI?. 5H,O 17, 81. The CsCl was purchased from 
Aldrich Chemicals at 99% purity, while ;he FcCI, .5H,O was purchased from BDH 
Chemicals at 98% purity. Both were used without further purification. The solutions 
were kept in an enclosed chamber tilled with nitrogen to prevent the formation and 
resulting precipitation of iron oxides. 

The clear brownish-yellow crystals had a morphology similar to that described by 
Le Fever et a1 [l]. The unit cell dimensions were confirmed by an x-ray diffraction 
analysis. The chlorine content was verified by chemical analysis. 

Proton absorption line shapes for CSFeCI, .2H,O were obtained using a Spin- 
Lock MO-100 marginal oscillator operating at 30 MHz The resonant DC magnetic 
Geld was applied by a Varian electromagnet, supplemented by a modulating field of 
amplitude 1.2 G at a frequency of 100 H z  The modulated line shape data were 
sampled and recorded using a Tektronk 2230 Digital Storage Oscilloscope, and were 
then read by a computer, which averaged the signals and integrated them to produce 
the absorption line shapes. 

Immediately after the first crystal was grown, a few line shapes were acquired using 
a chart recorder. The information obtained was enough to confirm that the crystal 
appeared to be a single crystal, and that thc line shapes did have some Structure. The 
crystal was then stored for about a year while a second, larger, crystal was grown and 
new data acquisition equipment was developed. When experiments were resumed, 
the line shapes appeared to have been modilied by the addition of a narrow peak. 
The water molecules containing the protons producing this additional peak will be 
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referred to as 'additional water'. The protons producing this peak were assumed to 
have been absorbed from the environmcnt whilc the crystal was stored and a number 
of attempts were made to dry the crystal. 

It was found that the crystalline structurc was quite easy to destroy. Drying a 
crystal by enclosing it in a container over a desiccant, by placing it in a vacuum, or by 
blowing dry nitrogen gas over it caused the crystal to become opaque yellow in colour. 
When the opaque crystals werc cur opcn after a short drying time, it was found that 
the interiors were still clear and apparently crystallline. Longer drying times produced 
crystals that were opaque throughout. Cw cxpcrimcnts were performed on these 
crystals before and after drying. The line shapes from the crystal showed definite 
structure before drying, whereas aftcr completc drying of the crystal, only one narrow 
line was observed, indicating that the crystalline structurc was destroyed by the drying 
process. 

3. Observations 

The line shapes were obtained with the magnetic ficld applied in the ac plane. The 
crystal was rotated about the b axis and a line shape was obtained every ten degrees 
for 360" starting from an arbitrary orientation (figure 1). Line shapes were then 
obtained with the magnetic field in the a and e directions for a temperature range 
of 250 K to 23 IC At 23 K the signal disappeared. This was attributed to the 
signal broadening sufficiently lor the intcnsity to fall below the noise level of the 
spectrometer. 

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 

A FIELD (Gauss) 
Figure 1. The observed line shapes. The orientalibns are relative 10 an 
orientalion. The line shape bascline corresponds 10 lhe orientation, while t l  
is in arbitnry units. 

arbitrary On 
le amplitude 
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-0200 -150 -100 -50 o YI io0 150 zoo 
A FIELD (Gauss) 

Figure 2. lhr (I oricnlalinn line shapes. 'llw porilion o l  each line-shape baseline 
indicates tlic expenmen1 tompenmre. while 1hc amplirude is in arbitraly units. The 
dashcd ponions 01 ciich line rhape indiciite dala which were no1 recmrdcd as part of the 
line shape. 

The line shapes for thc field in the a direction at various temperatures are plotted 
in figure 2. The single peak that was observed at 250 K first divided into two peaks of 
unequal amplitude as the temperature was dccrcased to about 215 K, then into three 
peaks as the temperature was decreased further. When three peaks were observed, 
the outer two were OF nearly the  same amplitude. At 32 K the pattern obtained was 
similar, but the low-field peak split into two on either side of the position where a 
single peak was expected. The 23 K line shape showcd a single peak. The peaks 
expected on either side had decreased in amplitudc sulliciently to be indistinguishable 
from the noise, and hcncc were unobsewdblc. 

The observed line shapcs Cor the mdgnctic field in the e direction are shown 
in figure 3. There are no dramatic changes to the line shapes over a large range 
of temperature. The main feature is that the difference between the amplitudes of 
the two peaks increases as the tempcnturc dccreases. At thc same time the line is 
broadening, so the minimum between the two peaks bccomes less pronounced, until 
the line blends into one asymmetrical peak at 32 K. 

4. Analysis of the tine structiire 

lb analyse the line shapcs obsewcd in thc C w  experiments, the intcraction betwecn 
two protons on the same water moleculc was studicd. The two protons are in different 
magnetic fields resulting from the magnetic moment of the Fe2+ ions (cf [lo, 111). 
In addition to the Zeemdn interaction with the two different fields, the dipole-dipole 
interaction between protons on the same water molecule sometimes leads to resolved 
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e,  .m -,o e LO I 
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Figure 3. The c orientation line shapes, 
indicates the expcriment ~cmpcrature, wliile the amplitude is in arbitray units. 

n r e  position of each lineshape baseline 

Figure 4. The Iemeprdlurc dependcncc of the line splitting for llie a orienlation. 

structure in the line shape. The magnitude of any interaction betwcen protons of 
different water molecules will be small (reduced by l / r 3 ) ,  so that the effect will be 
considered to be an additional broadcning of the line shapes. In addition, the line 
shapes appear to be affected by the presence of water molecules which we have called 
additional water, as they behave as though they are not part of the crystal structure. 

As the crystal contains ferromagnetic centres, it will be assumed that each proton 
is in a slightly ditferent local Iield. This leads t o  the following line positions (in units 
of Gauss) and intensities: 

Position In tcnsity 

h =  c i 2 a z k -  ( - a  + 6 - - ) ? / ( a ? +  6’- 6 m )  (1) 

h = c * 2 a i m  

where a = i7Hhr-3( 1 - 3 COS? O ) ,  6 = $( H ,  - U,)  and c = * ( H I  + H 2 ) .  In 
these equations y H  is the gyromagnetic ratio of the protons, P is the separation of 
the protons, and 0 is the angle between the proton-proton vector and the applied 

( - a  + 6 +   CL?+^^ + b m )  
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magnetic field. The direction of the applied magnetic field is considered to be the z 
direction. H ,  is the f component of the total magnetic ficld at one proton, and Ha 
is the z component of the total magnctic field at the other. 

A complete derivation of these cquations parallels the work of Bloembergen very 
closely, differing only in notation, and a sign ditference in the intensities which does 
not affect the relative intensity. The result gives a spectrum of two pairs of lines, 
where the two lines in each pair are of equal intensity. 

M J Rcnsing and A Watfon 

5. The magnetic interaction 

Kopinga et a1 [6] use a Hamiltonian for the iron spin system which combines with 
the Zeeman Hamiltonian to give the complete Hamiltonian for this system, given by: 

where Si is the full spin of the i th  iron nucleus, p is the Bohr magneton, and g; is 
the g tensor for the i t h  nucleus. The first term is the Zeeman term, while the last 
two terms constitute the Hamiltonian for the iron spins. 

It can be shown that ilk, which is the time-averaged magnetic moment of the kth 
spin, is given in dyadic notation for terms up to O( T-?) by 

P2 + wsS(S t 1 ) ~ k .  {iS(S+ 1 ) ( J g , - , +  DLI~ + J ~ k + l )  

- D i [ ( S ( S +  1) t f ) ( i i + j j )  +(3S(S+  1) - i)f&] . g k ) .  H, .  

In this system, S = 2 and Kopinga and coworkers lind J/k = -G.O 5 0.5 K and 
D/k = -40 & 20 K. IC we make thc  assumption that the g tensors do not change 
with position within thc crystal, then g - ,  = g, = gk+, = g, and we have that 

iik = ( ~ P ? / ~ T ) ~ . ~ . H , + ( ~ P ~ / / ~ T ? ) ~ ~ . { - ~ o ~ I ~ +  [ 5 2 ( i i  + j j )  + IZ~&L] . g } . ~ , .  

Given a complete knowlcdge of g ,  we could predict values of ,?ik for any H, ,  but this 
is not possible, nor do we have enough data on f ik to calculate g. 

One essential feature of the magnetic moment which follows from this equation 
is that the gencral dependence of the magnitude of the mean magnetic moment on 
temperature is of the form 

(2) 
- 
P L ~  = C,/T  + C ? / T 2 .  

If this magnetic moment theory is correct we would expcct to see such a tcmperature 
dependence of the local ficlds resulting from thc iron spins. 

If we study figure 2, we see that for the CL oricntation thcre is a definite increase 
in the separation of the peaks as the tempcrature decreases. We note that there 
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is no evidence of a dipole-dipole line splitting, except pcrhaps in one peak of the 
32 K line shape. The broadening of thc pcaks results in the dipole-dipole line pairs 
being unresolved, and we can considcr a in (1) to be effectively zero. This means 
that the peak-to-peak separation of thc outer peaks will be equal to 26, which is the 
difference in the local fields at each proton site. The peak-to-peak separation of the 
outermost peaks was measured, and a quadratic in 1/T of the form of (2) was fitted 
to the measured data. The results are plotted in ligurc 4, and the values for C, and 
C, are given in table 2. We note that the temperature dependence of the magnetic 
interaction behaves just as was cxpcctcd. 

Table 1. I’aamnielen Irom model lit. 0 is tlie orienlalion in the a e  plane. A H  is the 
dilIerencc in lhe nlagnclic field at ciich pmlon site as measured by the line spliltings. 
The pmlon-imn broadening is the midual broadening of each of lhe components of 
the tolal line shapes. The additional coniponunt Iraction is the ralio of lhe area of lhe 
addilional component lo  Ihe area of the tola1 line shape. The VdlUff in the lable were 
determined lo a precision of aboul iI in llic last digit. These were the best values 
allowed by a visual 61 In the observed line shnpes. 

Additional 
Prnlon-iron componml Additional 

Tcmp. A H  Shirt broadening broadening componenl 
0 (K) ( G )  (G) (Gz) ( G Z )  fraction 

(I 32.5 217.58 33.3 150 33 0.31 
a 53 90.66 6.23 27 24.0 0.26 
a 55 74.62 3.10 17.5 23.8 0.29 
0 77 44.82 -2.5 7.8 23 0.19 
(1 151 21.06 -9.0 4 5  15 0.31 
(1 215 13.60 -4.7 7.0 15 031 
e 32 0.0 -5.0 30.0 20 0.45 
f 55 0.0 -7.5 10.0 7.0 0.19 
c 77 0.0 -7.2 7.2 7.0 0.11 
E 195 0.0 -7.0 3.6 2.1 , 0.14 
c 240 0.0 -6.7 2.8 1.8 0.13 
c 253 0.u -6.3 2.5 3.0 0.10 

For the e orientation line shapes (ligurc 3), on thc other hand, we can see 
no temperature dependence of the line shape scparations. This means that the 
temperature dependent magnetic interaction produces local fields that are the same 
at all of the proton sites at this orientation, and only the dipole-dipole interaction is 
producing the line splitting. 

Fable 2. Fits 10 Ct/T  + 
Y oricnlution. Thc l2 “ a h a  arc only lor comparison of tlie two tils lo each oiher. 

lor the pmlon line splitling and Ibe line shift at the 

CI C2 \ 2  

Line splitling 1573.822 I63 127.363 12.77 
Line shin -1504.782 91 563.055 3.809 

The differences in local magnetic fields at the two water proton sites resulting 
from the induced iron magnetic momcnts will depcnd both on the configuration of 
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the water molecules in the crysral Structure rclative to the iron positions and on the g 
tensor describing the iron intcractions with the applied magnctic field. Given our lack 
Of knowledge about g, little can be said at this time about the resulting differences 
in temperature dependence ObSCNed for the U and c oricntations. 

For both orientations we now havc a thcory that predicts the positions and am- 
plitudes of the major components of the line shapes at two orientations for a range 
of temperatures. This theory docs not prcdict linc shapes with any asymmetry. 

M J Rensing und A Wonon 

6. Line brondening 

Once the position of each peak had been dctermined. the line widths werc calculated 
in order to obtain a complete line shape. For CLFcCI, . 2H,O there are three 
measurable contributions to the linc widths; the proton-proton dipolar interaction 
between protons which are not on thc samc watcr molecules, the proton-caesium 
dipolar interaction, and thc  proton-iron interaction. The first two interactions were 
calculated as in 1121. The third interaction was not calculated theoretically, but 
determined as the additional broadcning ncccssary to fit thc  theoretical lineshape 
to the experimental one. The thcorctical spcctrum results from convolving the stick 
spectrum with Gaussian broadening functions for each sourcc of broadening. This 
is equivalent to broadening each component in the stick spectrum with a Gaussian 
function whose broadening factor is o2 = U:! +U:,+ &, where U;, U& and U& are 
the broadening factors, in G', resulting from the proton-proton, proton-esium, and 
proton-iron interactions respectively. This latter value was found by variation until 
the best fit with the expcrimental line shape was achieved, and is listed in table 1. 

If we consider the third contribution to the broadening to be the result of a spread 
in the local magnetic field resulting from the iron spins as seen by each proton, we 
would expect this ficld, and hence its associatcd broadening, to have the same type 
of temperature dependence as given in (2). This tcmpcrature dependence cannot be 
confirmed with the present data, as the numerical lit is inconclusive. 

If we attempt to generate theoretical linc shapes using the interactions described 
so far we do not obtain a good lit to the ObSCWdtiOnS. For the a orientation, 
where theory predicts only one symmetric peak at high temperatures and two equal- 
amplitude symmetric peaks for lower tcmperaturcs, wc observe one asymmetric peak 
at high temperatures and three pcaks at low temperatures. As the outer peaks have 
equal amplitudes, we associate thcbe with the pcaks prcdicted by our theory. This 
leaves the asymmetry of the higher tcmpcraturc pcaks and the central component of 
the lower temperature peaks to be explained. 

For the e orientation, there is no tcmpcraturc dcpcndcnce of the peak separations, 
so it must be assumed that, for this Orientation, thc local iron fields are the same, and 
the interaction is esscntially a dipule4ipole intcraction. The thcory then predicts two 
symmetric peaks of equal amplitude. The observations give two peaks with unequal 
amplitudes, of which thc one of greater amplitude shows a definite asymmetry. 

If we make an attempt to fit our theoretical linc shapes to the observed line 
shapes at the c orientation, it is obvious that the prcdicted dipolar line splitting is 
twice the splitting of the obsencd lines. Agrecmcnt between theorctical and observed 
line shapes can be achieved by increasing the proton-proton separations calculated 
from the published structural data [7] by a factor of 1.3 & 0.1. This may reflect an 
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error in the published nuclcar positions, or may be thc result of additional motion of 
water molecules in the matcrial. 

At the a orientation, wc lit our thcorctical linc shape so that one of the peaks 
matched the lowcr intensity pcak of thc observcd line shape, and then subtracted 
the theoretical line shape from the obscrvcd line shape. The remaining signal was a 
single peak which was very similar in appearance to the unexplained portion of the 
a-orientation line shapes. In the following scction we present our explanation of the 
remainder of the line shapes at both orientations. 

7. The additional water 

Although the modcl dcscribed so far does appcar tu give a good fit to part of the 
data, there is still the problem of explaining the rcmaindcr of most of the line shapes 
and the central component of the u-oricntation low-tcmperature line shapes. As was 
stated above, these components were not observed in the few preliminary line shapes 
obtained from a newly grown crystal. 

The differencc between thc modcl and the obscrvcd line shapes can be explained 
by postulating that there are additional water molcculcs present in the  crystal sample. 
If there are dislocations and impurities inside the crystal, it seems reasonable to 
suggest that there are water molccules present that are not part of the crystal structure 
and are relatively fred to reorient at random. Altcrnatively, water molecules could 
have been absorbcd on the surfacc of the crystal. Both o I  these possibilities would 
produce a singlc line with its ccntrc at thc avcragc magnetic field of the crystal. 

As we see in rdbk 1, thc ratio of thc area of additional water component to 
the area of the total linc shapc indicatcs that thc additional watcr is ten to thirty 
percent of the watcr present in the crystal. This docs not rule out unattached water 
molecules, but thirty perccnt is perhaps too Iargc a proportion for included or ab- 
sorbed unattached water. Also, thc ratio appcars to be orientation dependent, which 
is also at variance with the water molcculcs being unattached to the crystal. An- 
other problem with the water being undtrdchcd is that the water would then be free 
to diffuse through the crystal, which would crcatc a linc width broader than that 
observed. 

A different possibility is that the additional water component may be due to 
restricted motion of water molecules that arc still part o l  the crystal structure but 
are not held rigid because of a partial breakdown of the hydrogen bonding. This 
could cause the structure of thc line-shapc contribution of these partially detached 
water molecules to collapse to a single line. The suggestion of easily broken bonds 
agrees with the fact that the crystal structure is destroyed when attempts are made 
to remove unattached water from the crystal. 

An attempt was made to fit a Lorentzian line shape to the additional water 
component. This, however, gave a line shape which definitely did not agree with 
the observed shape. A better fit was obtained with a Gaussian line shape, although 
the observed lines did tend to be slightly wider in the wings. For the a Orientation 
at two temperaturcs, figure 5 shows the line shapc resulting from the fine structure 
calculations, as well as the line shapc that fits the additional water component The 
additional water line widths arc given in tahlc 1. 

If the additional water line is located at the average ficld of the crystal, then it 
should act as an unchanging position lrom which the shift of the crystal linc shapes 
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T.151 K I 
100 

-50 -25 0 2 5 .  50 
A FIELD (Gauss) 

-50 -25 0 25 50 
A FIELD (Gauss) 

Figum 5. Xvo line-shape compunenls fur lhu n orienlalion a1 lwo lemperaturef The 
solid linc is the line rhape resuhing Imm Ihe line slruclure and the dashed line is the 
addilional waler line shape. 

can be measured. This does appcar to be the case, as the difference between the line 
pattern centra and the additional watcr line ccntrc fits a temperature relation of the 
form (2). The parameters OC this fit arc given in table 2. 

S. The total line shapes 

If we combine all the effects dcscribed so far, we can produce theoretical line shapes 
that agree well for the U orienration and the c orientation. Figures 6 and I show two 
representative fits for the two oricntations. 

T=151K 

% 
m 40 a 

20 

... 0 

-50 -25 0 25 51 
A FIELD (Gauss) 

1 -50 -25 0 25 
A FIELD (Gauss) 

3 

Figum 6. nvo modcl fils far lhe R oricnlalion. The solid line is the obselved line shape 
and lhe dashed line is the lheorclical line shape which is llie sum of the fine slruclure 
line shape and lhe addilional water line shape. 
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-50 -25 0 25 50 
A FIELD (Gauss) 

T.32 K I 

-50 -25 0 25 

A FIELD (Gauss) 
3 

Flgurc 7. 1k.o nlodcl lils lor lhe c oricnlalion. nit solid line is lhe observed line shape 
and IIIC dashed line b lhc lheurclic?ll line slrqx. 

The line shapes agree vcry well, cxccpt ncdr the baseline. There are two possi- 
bilities that could account for this basclinc problem. The first is that there may have 
been some problems with the baselines ol the derivative line shapes drifting slightly 
during the scans. The second possibility is that the additional water line shape does 
not appear to be perfectly Gaussian and thc Small extension of the wings of the 
line may be causing a slight increase in thc amplitude of thc obscrved line near the 
additional water line. 

9. Conclusions 

We began our analysis by assuming that the protons in our crystal would be located 
at the same sites as the deuterium nuclei in thc crystal of Basten and coworkers. It is 
possible that this assumption is not entircly correct and that the protons in our crystal 
are further apart than in the deuteratcd crystal. Another possibility suggested is that 
neutron diffraction resuln from a hydrogenated crystal with additional water (such 
as ours) could give proton-proton separations that are smallcr than the rigid lattice 
values indicated by the dipolar intcraction. It  is also possible that there was blurring 
of the neutron diffraction reflections duc to a component similar to our additional 
water. In order to resolve thc question ol the proton-proton separations it would 
be useful to perform a neutron diffraction analysis on the same crystal as that from 
which OUI CW NMR line shapes havc bccn ObtdiflCd. 

Additional line shape work may also give some insight into thc problem. It is 
interesting to note that although it is possihle to obtain satisfactory model fits to 
the a orientation observations without the separation factor of 1.3, the agreement is 
better if the proton separations arc incrcascd. If  the assumed positions are indeed 
in error, it follows that the Tactor of 1.3 should be uscd at all orientations. For this 
reason, all of the line shape results have been OhtdinCd under the assumption that the 
proton-proton separations predicted by thc values of Basten and coworkers should 
be increased by 1.3. 
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